
#37637, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, DEDINJE

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 170 m² €1,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

ALL OPT INDEPEN YES 2 1 0 1 YES NO NO 3

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

3 2 GROUND FLOOR

Excellent apartment located in Dedinje in near vicinity of Topcider park and Milosev konak. Well positioned, with good connection

to New Belgrade through Bridge over Ada. Away from the main roads, surrounded by greenery this location represents an oasis

of peace. This renovated apartment is housed in a prewar villa and has authentic classical style. High, decorated ceilings,

decorations on the walls, stone fireplace, double doors, large window surfaces are just some of the elements picturing prewar

Belgrade. The apartment occupies the entire floor and consists of two wholes mutually connected by a hallway. Right half

comprises of a spacious salon, with a kitchen, one bedroom with utility room, a new bathroom with a shower cabin and one

more, currently partially separated bedroom, which can be fully separated if needed. Left half comprises of a salon with a

fireplace, following a spacious kitchen, a bedroom with it's own bathroom and a guest restroom. The apartment has two

entrances one from the building and one directly from the yard. Yard spreads throughout the length of the apartment and it is

positioned so that only this apartment's tenants can use it. Furniture is in correspondence with the classically styled interior. The

apartment can also be empty depending on the need, also suitable for a quiet business activity. There are three parking spots

available for the tenant.
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